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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to discuss treatment of 'focus particles' in Japanese sen-
tences to be incorporated in a Japanese parsing system based on the Lexical-Functional
Grammar(LFG) formalism. Focus particle can follow nouns, quantifiers, verbs, other
particles (postpositions) and auxiliary verbs. Thus, it is necessary for a large-scale
grammar to treat focus particles properly. Furthermore, there are syntactic and se-
mantic ambiguities caused by the particles. We propose phrase structure rules and
lexical entry constraints which cover focus particles in various positions and account
for the ambiguities.
1 Introduction
As has been observed in many studies, various functional relations are expressed by particles
in Japanese. In particular, particles such as `kurar , `bakarr , 'clake', `nomr, `hodo' and 'made'
specify focus in sentences. It has been observed that these particles mark contrastive focus
within sentences (Numata et al., 2000). It is important for a Japanese parsing system to be able
to treat these focus particles properly, because focus particles bear different syntactic functions
depending on where they appear in a given Japanese construction. In this paper, we propose
phrase structure rules and lexical entry constraints to treat Japanese focus particles on the basis
of the Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) formalism (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982; Dalrymple,
2001). The proposed rules and constraints for treating focus particles have been incorporated
into a Japanese LFG system we are currently developing and have been used extensively for
parsing real-world Japanese text.
2 Japanese LFG system
Our Japanese LFG parsing system development aims at broad coverage and deep analysis (Ma-
suichi and Ohkuma, 2003; Masuichi et al., 2003).
The lexical entries for the words in the input are created by the output of the Chasen mor-
phological analyzer (Matsumoto et al., 1999). In addition to these lexical entries, we have other
lexicon files for verbs, adjectives, adjectival nouns and function words.
Lexical entries for verbs, adjectives and adjectival nouns were written based on the case frame
information in the Japanese IPAL dictionary (IPA, 1987) and have been manually enhanced.
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Lexical entries for verbs consist of 10,387 entries and 41,115 functional annotations for 2,366
verbs. Lexical entries for adjectives and for adjectival nouns consist of 947 entries and 2,197
functional annotations for 369 words in total.
Lexical entries of focus particles are included in our 'core lexical entries'. Core lexical entries
include those for basic words such as auxiliary verbs, postpositional particles and so forth, plus
syntactically important nouns such as `toki' (time) and `aida' (interval) and consist of 1,252
entries and 1,913 functional annotations for 675 words.
Phrase structure rules and constraints for focus particles are described in the grammar rules.
The grammar rules include 2,468 terms in their disjunctive normal forms and 1,223 functional
annotations. The Japanese grammar rules have been designed in such a waty that we could
capture cross-linguistic parallelisms (Ohkuma and Masuichi, 2002; Kim et al., 2003), which is
one of the major objectives of the Parallel Grammar Project (parGram) (Butt et al., 2002).
ParGram uses the parser and grammar development platform XLE for six languages: English,
French, German, Norwegian, Japanese, and Urdu .
XLE outputs all possible analyses of the input as c(onstituent)-structures and f(unctional)-
structures. C-structure encodes phrasal dominance and precedence relations and is represented
as a phrase structure tree. F-structure encodes syntactic predicate argument structure and is
represented as an attribute-value matrix (Maxwell and Kaplan, 1993).
3 Japanese focus particles
Japanese focus particles can follow nouns, quantifiers, verbs, auxiliary verbs and other particles
(Numata et al., 2000). We assume they are basically classified into the four types shown in
(A)-(D).
(A) After nouns or quantifiers
(1) kare-dake-ga Tokyo-e ik-ta.
he.F.nom	 Tokyo.to go.past
Only he went to Tokyo.
(2) Kaiin-wa	 zyosei-nomi da.
member.T.nom woman.F	 is.
The members are only women.
(3) kanozyo-wa 31co-hodo ringo-o	 taber-ta.
she.Top.nom 3.parts.F apple.acc eat.past
She ate about 3 apples.
(B) After verbs (sentential clauses)
(4) naku-kurai kitui sigoto da-ta.
cry.F	 hard work was.
It was such hard work that I almost cried.
(5) Tyotto miru-dake desu.
little	 look.F	 is.
Just looking.
(C) After auxiliary verbs
(6) kanozyo-wa Tyokoreto-o taber-te-bakari-iru.
she.T.nom chocolate.acc eat-particle.F.Prog.
She has been just eating chocolates.
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(7) oo	 sugite moter-nai-kurai-da.
much too	 hold.neg.F
It is so much that someone almost can't hold it.
(D) After case-marking particles
(8) Kare-ni-dake-wa kono nyusu-o tutaer-tai.
he.dat.F.T	 this news.acc tell.Want
(I) want to tell this news only to him.
(9) kare-wa	 Gakko-de-bakari hon-o	 yomu.
he.Topic.nom school.Obl.F	 book.acc read
He read a book just in school.
This behavior of the focus particles indicates that they have similar syntactic distribution to
adverbs in English. They also have similar meanings to adverbs in English. For example, 'clake'
and `nomi' can be translated as 'only' and `hodo' as 'approximately'. The following phrase
structure rules (10)-(13) simply treat focus particles as adverbs (ADJUNCTS) as in (Butt et al.,
1999). Rule (10) corresponds to (A), (11) to (B), (12) to (C) and (13) to (D). These rules cover
the examples in (A)-(D).
(10) N —+	 N	 FP.
Ct=1) (TADJUNCT=1)
(11) S	 S	 FP.
(1-.1) (TADJUNCT=1)
(12) AUX —4 AUX*	 FP*
(IGF* ADJUNCT=1)
(13) PP	 PP*	 FP*
(IGF* ADJUNCT=j)
4 Ambiguity of focus particles
The rules above cannot treat the ambiguity of the sentence in (14) in which the focus particle
clicurai' follows the pronoun ‘kare' (he).
(14) kare-kurai eigo-o
	
benkyosur-ta-darou.
he.F	 English.acc study.Past-may
There are two possible interpretations of (14), as given in (15) and (16). Rule (10) induces
the parsing result that corresponds to (16) only, and the interpretation (15) is missing.
(15) He may have studied English if nobody else does.
(16) Someone may have studied English as hard as he does.
The same problem occurs with the focus particle 'made'. Sentence (17) has two possible inter-
pretations: (18) and (19). Rule (10) induces a parsing result only for (19).
(17) yusyoku-made nobir-ta.
dinner.F
	 postponed.Passve.Past
(18) Even the dinner was postponed.
(19) Something was postponed until the dinner.
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5 Phrase structure rules for focus particle
We account for the phenomena shown in the examples above by taking the position that Japanese
focus particles have two distinct syntactic functions (Mizutani, 1990). The focus particles in (A)
and (B) are categorized as a kind of suffix (Focus Suffix, FS) that follows nouns and verbs, while
the focus particles in (C) and (D) are categorized as a kind of postposition (Focus PostPosition,
FPP) that follows particles and auxiliary verbs. A phrase together with a following FS functions
as an adverb. Therefore, we postulate the phrase structure rule and lexical entry constraint
shown in (20).
(20) ADV	 { Sadj 1 Nadj}	 FS.
(T==i)
FS kurai (IFOCUS-FORM).'k-urar
Rules for FPP are shown in (21) and (22).
(21) NP	 Nadj	 {E I PP I FPP}*.
(T=1)
FPP kurai (IFOCUS-FORM).'kurar
(22) VP	 V	 {PP 1 AUXverb I FPP}*.
(T.1)
FPP kurai (TFOCUS-FORM)=Iurai'.
In the analysis of sentences like (14), both rule (20) and rule (21) are used (invoked).
When (20) is applied, our Japanese LFG system outputs the c-structure shown in Fig. 1 and
the corresponding f-structure shown in Fig. 2. This analysis corresponds to the interpretation
in (15). In this analysis, `kare' (he) is the SUBJ in (14); the system interprets the focus particle
`kurai' as an FPP that follows a dropped nominative case marker (E).
CS 1:	 ROOT
Sadj PERIOD
I
•
NP	 NP	 Vverb
Nadj PPsubj Nadj PPobj V AUXpast AUX AUX
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
PRON FPP Nzero	 NMI" 4 'it	 PE 3
<	 N
Figure 1: c-structure for (15)
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"igt < So AU 96.3irn tt. ti	 "
t#341-r4 [0 :pro] ,
+', CASE nom,, FOCUS-FORM < SO ' , GEND-SEM male, NUM sg, PERS 3, PRON-FORM	 PRON-TYPE perjRED pro'NIM CAS
 
pRED 	 1
5FASE acc, PERS 31
ADEREss (presumption?
DF	 [FOCUSnominal CO:prolA
TNS-ASP 1400D indicative, TENSE past]
PASSIVE -, STMT-TYPE decl, VTYPE main
Figure 2: f-structure for (15)
When (21) is applied, our system outputs the c-structure in Fig. 3 and the corresponding
f-structure shown in Fig. 4. This analysis corresponds to the interpretation in (16). In this
analysis, 'kare' is an ADJUNCT in (14); the system interprets the focus particle lure as FS
that follows the pronoun 'kare' as a siifix. Sentence (17) is analyzed in the same way as (14).
The above rules for Japanese focus particles can output two possible analyses for sentences like
(14) and (17).
Note that the syntactic structures represented in the c-structures shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3
are almost the same. The semantic difference between (15) and (16) is realized in the f-structures
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4.
CS 2:	 ROOT
Sadj PERIOD
ADVP	 NP	 Vverb
/..\\
	
Nadj	 FS	 Nadj PPobj V AUXpast AUX AUX
	
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
PRON < SO Nzero ,e Nate re:	 iE 3
	
I	 1
	
fik	 N
Figure 3: c-structure for (16)
'4* <	 Nan JUS1-4	 •
PRED	 < (11-STEC:pro), 15:M1
SUB/ [PRON-TYPE null
OBJ
	 S[CASE a' cc, PERS
ADJUNCT { PFD 'Pro'OLavV-TYTC vp-adv, ANIM +, FOCUS-FORM < 	 GEND-SEM male, NUM sg, MS 3, PRON-FORM , PRON-TYPE per
ADDRESS irprasumptio4
TNS -ASP EIXO indicative, TENSE past]
PASSIVE -, STMT-TYPE dacl, VTYPE main
PRED
SUSI
11
11
Figure 4: f-structure for (16)
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Furthermore, (20)-(22) do not overgenerate analyses from unambiguous input sentences, while
the rules account for the ambiguities caused by focus particles. When our system parses (3),
(21) and (22) do not apply. Thus, our system outputs only one analysis by using (20); this is
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. In other words, lodo' in (3) is interpreted as FS, but not FPP, in
our analysis.
CS 1:	 ROOT
./\
Sadj PERIOD
NP	 NP	 ADVP	 Vverb
/\
Nadj PPsubj Nadj PPobj Nadj
	 FS	 V AUXpast
	
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
	
PRON	 it Nzero I Nnumerical a e .ft‘?"6 'it
	
I	 I
	
fittr	 N	 NUMBER NUMBERsuff
I	 I	 I
Valti	 3	 Si
Figure 5: c-structure for (3)
N Iktz $ 	 ,e 3 ill	 1A-(4
PEED	 ' fts0. 4 10 :pro 1, Is	 .t
+, CASE nom, GE-SEtt female, NUM sg, PEES 3, PEON-FORM	 , PEON-TYPE pars, TOPICALIZZOION-FORM' 1
"pro'	
21D
arCASIE$ af cc, PEES
12RED 'pro'
NTYPE pRAIN pronotui
SPEC FeER 14 rfSS'In3 ;ER-TORM	 NUDGER-TYPE car
I'DV-TYPE vp-adv, non -roam 'tie • , PRON-TYPE 'null'
DF	 BORICnoudnal [0:proti
TVS-ASP 14')OD indicative, 'TENSE paso
24 PASSIVE -, STMT-TYPE decl, VTYPE main
Figure 6: f-structure for (3)
Our rules do not apply (20) and (21) when parsing (6). Thus, our system outputs only one
analysis by using (22); this is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. In other words, `balcarr in (6) is
interpreted as FPP, but not FS, in our system.
DBJ
auNcr
20
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CS 1:	 ROOT
-/N
Sadj PERIOD
	
I	 I
S
,-------"---rl"'"'""-------.
NP	 NP	 Vverb
Nadj PPsubj Nadj PPobj V EPcnt FPP AUXVv
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
PROS	 it	 Nzero	 dit,4 t abN 19 /,'
I I
Nfittr
I
Figure 7: c-structure for (6)
igAttc a I-4n1--1- V ft'gb t irbs) ash,,.
1RED
	 'ft .-<4 4(0:prol, (8,1'4 =1,--i' l .1
Ix +, CASE nota, GEND -SEM female, NUM sg, PERS 1, MON-FORM ttt , PROM-TYPE pars, 70PICALISSATION-TORM ' cil
'pro'
SE acc, PERS 3
, f-N ni.,– /. 1
TOCCISverbialra3
 k, k14.4 n 1-"-- l'. i
PICnotainai ( (0 :pro*
TNS -ASP low indicative, PROM +, TENSE press
14 FOCUS-FORM • ais.h ' , PASSIVE -, STMT-TYPE decl, VTYVE Main
Figure 8: f-structure for (6)
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed phrase structure rules and lexical entry constraints that successfully
treat Japanese focus particles on the basis of the LFG formalism. The proposed rules and
constraints cover the numerous constructions with focus particles, while properly accounting for
ambiguities caused by focus particles and not producing redundant analyses. We incorporated
the proposed rules and constraints into our Japanese LFG system and obtained reasonable
c-structures and f-structures for sentences with focus particles.
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